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Zelly Fried has finally convinced her parents to let her get a dog, with the help of her grandfather Ace.
Unfortunately, said dog (also named Ace) is a shoe-chewing, mud-tracking, floor-peeing kind of dog.
Despite Zelly's best efforts to drag Ace (literally!) to puppy kindergarten, his flunking report card says it all:
"This Ace is wild."

Also wild is the other Ace in Zelly's life. Grandpa Ace has decided to begin dating again and is dining and
dancing every night, against his doctor's orders. Determined to get both Aces under control, Zelly enlists the
help of her two best friends, Allison and Jeremy (despite the fact that they don't quite see eye to eye). They
need to come up with a plan, fast. But how?  It's not like either Ace ever does what he's told.
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From reader reviews:

Deanna Stewart:

Book is to be different for each grade. Book for children until finally adult are different content. To be sure
that book is very important usually. The book Aces Wild ended up being making you to know about other
information and of course you can take more information. It doesn't matter what advantages for you. The e-
book Aces Wild is not only giving you far more new information but also to be your friend when you truly
feel bored. You can spend your spend time to read your book. Try to make relationship with all the book
Aces Wild. You never feel lose out for everything should you read some books.

Clarence Nelson:

This Aces Wild usually are reliable for you who want to become a successful person, why. The reason of this
Aces Wild can be one of the great books you must have is giving you more than just simple examining food
but feed you actually with information that possibly will shock your previous knowledge. This book is
usually handy, you can bring it almost everywhere and whenever your conditions both in e-book and printed
people. Beside that this Aces Wild forcing you to have an enormous of experience such as rich vocabulary,
giving you demo of critical thinking that we know it useful in your day task. So , let's have it appreciate
reading.

Andrew Leavens:

Often the book Aces Wild will bring someone to the new experience of reading a book. The author style to
describe the idea is very unique. Should you try to find new book to see, this book very suitable to you. The
book Aces Wild is much recommended to you to read. You can also get the e-book from the official web
site, so you can easier to read the book.

Francisco Garcia:

Is it anyone who having spare time in that case spend it whole day by means of watching television programs
or just telling lies on the bed? Do you need something new? This Aces Wild can be the reply, oh how
comes? It's a book you know. You are therefore out of date, spending your free time by reading in this
brand-new era is common not a geek activity. So what these books have than the others?
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